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this production, based on an israeli film called eight days, is generally faithful to its source, but it takes itself a bit too seriously. seven men and their women meet in a hotel for a week of odd sex and angry dialogue, with the women doing most of the talking. when the tale gets heavy, the performances can
be less than convincing, with the women struggling to compete with their scriptwriters. if you want to know what people from different countries think about america and americans, well, the answers are in here. and the best part is that these six short films are all shot in different, but equally sensational,
locations. the film is essentially a parade of colorful images, and when the opportunity to see different perspectives on the same issues arises, the movie comes alive and takes off. this episodic take on hannibal is a genuinely strange but delightful look at the psychology of the serial killer. there's some
horrifying dialogue, some gratuitous violence, and certainly some disturbing imagery. but the actors playing the serial killer and his various victims, as well as the director, and the cinematographer all appear to have a genuine fear of the acts they are depicting, and they take the horror of these acts very
seriously. more than anything, the house next door offers a very different view of the serial killer, one that's as thoughtful and unsettling as any other made recently. one of those horrible cases where the victim of a domestic violence murder sues the perpetrator. and actually prevails. not entirely a bad
movie on its own. but the problem is that the victim is played by a woman and the victim's husband plays the guy that beat her up. not pretty.
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